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  Rabbitats Rescue Society is a non-profit that 
promotes sanctuary rescue for abandoned pet 
rabbits and their feral offspring by developing 
predator-proof, sustainable, visually appealing 
and gently interactive colony environments 
for the rabbits focusing on low maintenance 
and sustainable care.   

 The organization was formed by key entities 
involved in the rescue and relocation of close 
to 1000 rabbits from the University of Victoria 
campus in 2010 and 2011, and we just 
wrapped up the rescue of 400  rabbits from 
the Richmond Auto Mall.   

 The organization built and maintains a 
sanctuary south Surrey, BC., and has 
implemented a number of smaller ‘rabbitats’ 
around the lower mainland.  

 Our headquarters -- our office and a rabbit 
holding area -- is temporarily housed at the 
Richmond Auto Mall, but we are currently  in 
need of a new space.  

mailto:rabbitats@gmail.com
http://www.rabbitats.org/


Abandoned Domestic rabbits and their feral offspring:   
Love them or hate them, they don’t belong out there.  



What Is A Feral Rabbit?  

- Rabbitats considers rabbits ‘feral’ when they 
are born outside and not contained.  

- “Abandoned pets” are rabbits born in captivity 
and then set loose; the ferals are the offspring of 
abandoned pets.   

- We differentiate between feral rabbits, house  
rabbits and  farm or hutch rabbits because we try 
to provide housing based on their comfort zones.  
A rabbit born outside prefers outside,  house 
born rabbits  prefer life inside.  (Farm and hutch 
rabbits can go either way).  

- Ferals are still domestic, they like to stay near 
humans (and away from predators) and remain 
friendly (until you try and catch them)  

- A rabbit showing no fear may still be a feral 
rabbit , while a  very skittish rabbit may be a 
dumped pet.   

 

-(con’t) 



Feral Rabbit? Or 
Dumped Pet?  

-- Rabbits that stand out to us also stand 
out to predators, so they rarely last long 
in the wild.  
-  If you’re looking at a big white rabbit 
with pink eyes, a bunny with floppy ears, 
one with tiny ears and a flat face,  fuzzy 
or long-haired rabbits,  or rabbits with 
‘manes’, ‘mutton chops’ or ‘mule ears,’  
these are probably recently dumped 
pets.  
- Some white rabbits do survive, but  
often for only for a few generations. 



Or ‘Wild’ Rabbit? 

-All non-brown rabbits are domestic.  
- Brown rabbits can be wild or domestic.  
- A ‘wild’ rabbit  in BC is an Eastern 
Cottontail or one of the native hares 
found in the area.  
-Their brown ‘ticked’ colour, called 
‘agouti’,  can also be the colour of a 
domestic rabbit, but the cottontails are 
more angular with thicker hind legs. 
- Cottontails don’t burrow other than to 
make shallow impressions in the ground 
for their nests, which are often on flat 
ground , and their kits born with fur.  
- Loose domestic rabbits (all descended 
from wild European rabbits not found 
here) tend to burrow on hillsides and 
under structures and give birth to naked 
babies underground.  
-- The Eastern Cottontail is not native to 
BC and also considered invasive. 
 

Pictured:  clockwise from top – Eastern 
Cottontail,  European rabbit (wild in 
Europe), domestic Netherland Dwarf, 
Flemish Giant 
 



 

 
History 

Why are the rabbits a problem now 
when they weren’t before?  
 

-The rabbit issue in BC (like other 
areas) is relatively new and likely 
influenced by the formation of the 
House Rabbit Society in 1988, 30 years 
ago.   

-The California-based organization, 
now world-wide, has been heavily 
promoting rabbits as house pets. 

- Unfortunately this leads to more 
rabbits and more abandonment.  



Invasive Species  

- The rabbits are classified as an invasive 
alien species.   
- It only took Australia 50 years to go 
from the release of 24 rabbits in to 
needing a 3,256 km rabbit-proof fence 
so there is good reason for this.  
- However, even the Invasive Species 
Council and recent programs 
announced by both the City of 
Richmond and the Province of BC fail to 
mention the domestic rabbits, much 
less allot funds to help with their 
control.  
- The have, however, conducted 
educational campaigns and printed 
information sheets warning people not 
to release their pets.  
 



So Who Is Responsible For the Rabbits?  

-  Cats and dogs are simply ‘pets,’ but rabbits are classified as pets, farm animals 
and wildlife leading to confusion and large cracks in the system.  
- Provincial policy greatly contributed to the feral rabbit issue. 
-- While pets and farm rabbits fall under the Ministry of Agriculture, the 
Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations deemed loose domestic 
rabbits ‘wildlife’ (Schedule C) when ‘not continuously contained since birth’.  
-  Until recently, they stated that a permit application was required to pick up 
even recently abandoned pets, but permits weren’t granted unless the rabbits 
were exported to the U.S  thus handcuffing non-profit rescues. 
- It also created confusion at the municipal level, while some shelters embraced 
rabbit control, others did not, citing the provincial ‘wildlife’ designation.  
- Recently FLNROUD eased the requirements so while the European rabbits 
remain under Schedule C, anybody can trap and possess them without a permit.  
- We still do NOT support the wildlife designation nor this ministry’s control of 
the rabbits as it’s still creating confusion, loopholes and ambiguous 
responsibilities .  
-  Most recently actions dealing with a virus affecting domestic rabbits that 
would normally fall under agriculture ended up with FLNROUD because the first 
rabbits affected were feral, creating a greatly fragmented response. 
- This has nothing to do with ‘saving’ the rabbits, any government can order 
them destroyed, but everything to do with consistency and cutting red tape.   





October 24, 2012 

BC rules out more sanctuaries for feral 
rabbits at Richmond Auto Mall  





August 2, 2013 
Pg A4 

Richmond rabbit rescue runs aground on shoal of red tape 



 

RICHMOND AUTO MALL RABBITS 
  
August 3, 2013 12:47 pm 

Richmond Auto Mall rabbits at risk 

 because of government red tape 
By Christine Tam Global News  

 Government red tape is preventing an animal rescue group from trying to tackle the 

growing rabbit population at the Richmond Auto Mall. 

Rabbitats Rabbit Rescue wants to trap and relocate the abandoned domesticated 

bunnies, but they say government policy is stopping them. 

“We had a permit to ship 50 rabbits to a sanctuary in Washington State,” said 

Rabbitats director Sorelle Saidman. “The government policy is to only export the 

rabbits, for some reason they won’t let us set up sanctuaries in B.C.” 

Saidman said they ended up with around 20 rabbits that were not healthy enough to 

go to the Washington State sanctuary, so they asked for changes to the permit so 

the bunnies could go to private homes in B.C. 

Although the rescue group has had numerous offers to take in the rabbits, including 

a hobby farm and homes with acreage, the Department of Forests, 

Lands and Natural Resource Operations has denied 
permission. 
“They’re trying to help… but right now these little 
guys are classified as wildlife and there’s just 
nowhere they can go according to the government.” 
Saidman said. 
Meanwhile, the original permit has expired, leaving 
the fate of all 50 rabbits in limbo. 
Although the ministry told Global News they are 
committed to getting all of the rabbits into safe 
homes, right now many are still at the auto mall – a 
dangerous place for a bunny to be. 
The issue of the over-population of bunnies is also 
frustrating for the auto mall. 
“The breeding rabbits mean we’re going to have to 
trap mothers and leave babies in the nest, which is 
upsetting. The budget is going to balloon.  It’s a 
terrible hardship on all of us.  It’s insane. There’s no 
common sense here,” said Richmond Auto Mall 
manager Gail Terry in a statement to Rabbitat. 
While the bunnies wait to be saved, they will 
continue to multiply. 
“We left 15 or 20 on the grounds thinking we’d be 
able to trap them before anything happened, but 
they started breeding and multiplying and soon 
enough we’ll be back where we were,” Saidman 
said. 
 
With files from Jennifer Palma 

https://globalnews.ca/tag/richmond-auto-mall-rabbits/
https://globalnews.ca/tag/richmond-auto-mall-rabbits/
https://globalnews.ca/news/760813/richmond-auto-mall-rabbits-at-risk-because-of-government-red-tape/
http://www.rabbitats.org/
http://www.rabbitats.org/
http://www.rabbitats.org/
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“Told Ya So” 
• Rabbitats’ research showed biologists 

predict that rabbit populations explode 
every seven to 10 years.  

• The University of Victoria and Kelowna’s 
issues were both in full bloom by 2008, 
and now, as predicted, 2017 was a ‘boom’ 
year and 2018 is even worse. 

• As evidenced by these news articles, we  
warned the province (and municipalities) 
of the dire  consequences – both to the 
rabbits and the environment -- of doing 
nothing to curb them.  

• While it’s still the municipalities on the 
hook for animal control, we are putting 
the majority of the blame on the 
provincial government.  

• We think they should step up to the plate 
with plans and funding. 

• We are urging people to suggest 
sanctuary rescue support to FLNROUD. 

• Also, please participate in their pending  
wildlife management review. 



 
 

Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development 

Have your say on wildlife management, habitat conservation 

 May 22, 2018 -- The Government of British Columbia is starting a discussion on improving wildlife management 
and habitat conservation, Doug Donaldson, Minister of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural 
Development, has announced. 
“The diversity of wildlife in British Columbia is one of our province’s greatest treasures,” said Donaldson. 
“Working with Indigenous peoples, wildlife stakeholders and the public, we want to build a strategy that more 
effectively manages our wildlife for future generations. We’ve dedicated $14 million over three years to do so.” 
The province's unique landscapes and climate is home to one of the richest wildlife resources in North America. 
Three-quarters of Canada's mammal species are found in B.C., with 24 of those species exclusive to B.C. In recent 
decades, alteration of habitat due to expanded human populations, expanded natural resource development and 
impacts from climate change have placed increasing pressure on certain wildlife populations, some of which are 
now in decline. 
As part of the government’s commitment to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, collaboration with Indigenous peoples is an integral part of developing a new provincial 
wildlife strategy. 
The discussion paper, Improving Wildlife Management and Habitat Conservation in British Columbia, poses eight 
questions for discussion. Engagement is the first step in a four-step process to develop the strategy: 
Hold online engagement and face-to-face sessions with Indigenous communities and key stakeholders. 
Develop policy options to address priority concerns emerging from the engagement. 
Release a policy intentions paper for public engagement. 
Implement a new wildlife management and conservation strategy in 2020. 
The comment period will end on July 31, 2018. The public is invited to provide input by 
visiting: http://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat 

Provincial Review Press Release 

https://news.gov.bc.ca/ministries/forests-lands-natural-resource-operations-and-rural-development
https://news.gov.bc.ca/ministries/forests-lands-natural-resource-operations-and-rural-development
https://news.gov.bc.ca/ministries/forests-lands-natural-resource-operations-and-rural-development
http://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat


Rabbitats’ Position  

 

• Rabbitats would like to see the rabbits taken out of the wildlife designation entirely, but in terms 
of this review, we are interested in four of the eight areas they have outlined for concern: 

• Challenge 2: Increasing Involvement and Shared Stewardship 

• Challenge 6: Better Information 

• Challenge 7: Human-Wildlife Conflicts 

• Challenge 8: Funding 

• Rabbitats is particularly interested in providing more information about the feral rabbits and 
forming partnerships with the government and other agencies. 

• We're also very interested in the funding section.  We have developed a partnership model that 
shares responsibility and funding among a number of sources including governments, businesses 
and rescues. 

https://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat/2018/05/22/challenge-two/
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat/2018/05/22/challenge-six/
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat/2018/05/22/challenge-seven/
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat/2018/05/22/challenge-seven/
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat/2018/05/22/challenge-seven/
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/wildlifeandhabitat/2018/05/22/challenge-eight/


The Role of the Municipalities 

-- The Union of BC Municipalities in 
2012 asked the provincial government 
to regulate the sale of unsterilized 
rabbits, province wide.   
-- The province pointed out that 
under their regulations, as an ‘alien 
invasive species’ the municipalities 
were free to control and eradicate the 
rabbits, and the municipalities were 
also free to dictate sterilization and 
sales.  
-- They in effect punted the rabbits 
back to the control of the 
municipalities.   
- However, cities like Richmond cite 
the wildlife designation as a reason to 
not control the rabbits.  
- Confused?  Yup!  Us too!  



Richmond Animal Control Overview 

- Richmond  Animal Control is overseen by the City of Richmond 
Parks department.  
- The contract was given to the Richmond Animal Protection Society 
(now Regional) in 2007 after years with the  BCSPCA.  
- According to the contract, animal control is mandated, among 
other things, to:  
  -  provide, maintain and staff a fully equipped animal shelter at the 
City’s shelter facility for animals located within the City that have 
strayed, been abandoned, or otherwise delivered to the Contractor; 
  -  receive, impound and hold for claiming by the owners, any 
animal delivered to the shelter by bylaw enforcement officers, RCMP 
or residents of the City; 
- Our interpretation is that surrendered or stray rabbits must be 
accepted by the shelter (there’s no way to determine if they’re pets, 
farm animals or feral rabbits), however, they have no obligation to 
trap feral rabbits (as wildlife).  
- In reality, the City Shelter has no room and the City of Richmond is 
pressuring RAPS to adhere limits.   
- Animal Control is not designed to hold animals long term, they are 
designed to adopt out (or euthanize) the animals in their care. 
-  Rabbit adoptions have been slow as the agencies try to find 
homes for individual rabbits, however, the rabbits can be adopted 
out in colonies to hobby farms, institutions, green businesses, etc. 



 

• The City of Richmond may be 
dropping the ball on the bunnies, 
but Richmond has very progressive 
bylaws addressing identification 
and sterilization of cats.  

• These points will also work well for 
rabbits.    

• Kelowna has successfully controlled 
their rabbits through financially 
supporting rescue efforts (after a 
failed attempt at lethal control) 
AND changing their bylaws to 
provide stronger controls on 
rabbits.  

• We also argue the two pets per 
household rule – we would like that 
increased and encourage people to 
take in more rabbits in secure 
enclosures 

 

 

City of Richmond – Animal Bylaws 



Regional Animal Protection Society 

- The Regional Animal Protection Society has the 
City Animal Control contract with the City of 
Richmond which dictates matters relating to 
animal control and the city shelter, but RAPS  does 
much more as a society unrelated to City Hall.   
- RAPS operates the largest cat sanctuary in 
Canada and it just opened a veterinary clinic and 
neither are governed by the City.  
- The Society operates at the pleasure of its 
membership and executive, if the membership so 
chooses, they can also build and operate a rabbit 
sanctuary but are under no obligation to so.  
- The society is currently showing little interest in 
rabbits, they are prioritizing a dog sanctuary over a 
rabbit sanctuary.  
- Low cost spay/neuter programs are rarely 
extended to rabbits  anywhere in the Lower 
Mainland and Richmond is no different.  
- The vets at the society’s new animal hospital only 
treat cats and dogs.  
- We are urging members to ask the society to 
provide more considerations for rabbits. 



RAPS Current Status 

Note from the Shelter Manager:   
 
RAPS cannot accept any surrendered rabbits until the virus has run its course (at least 4 
months from the time of the virus reaching RAPS, which would be around September 
2018) and after consultation with the BCSPCA and the Ministry of Agriculture and the City of 
Richmond.  All three need to approve our next steps.   
RAPS needs infrastructure in place (rabbit area, cages, etc) and new intake protocols before 
being able to accept any domesticated rabbits. We have no idea on the time frame for this. 
While the virus is still present in Richmond, RAPS cannot safely take in any injured or 
uninjured rabbits.  This would only serve to re-contaminate the shelter and extend our 
quarantine period by another 4 months.   
DOA bodies from determined hot spots will be sent in for testing and confirmation of being 
infected with RHD via the Ministry of Agriculture. 
The City of Richmond (Works Yard) is picking up dead rabbits in Richmond and dropping them 
off at a bio-secure bin at RAPS, who them cremates the bodies using careful bio-security 
handling protocols. 
RAPS is working with the City of Richmond to find a contractor to attend to injured rabbit 
calls. 



CRITICAL ISSUE!  

Rabbits in Richmond have no where 
to go!!  
 
Given the current housing crisis, 
people cannot always keep their pets, 
but without surrender options, the 
only alternative is euthanizing 
beloved pets or turning them loose.  
 
Injured rabbits are suffering, there is 
no where for them to go!  Please urge 
the CITY of RICHMOND or RAPS to 
make other provisions for these 
rabbits!  



Success Story: Kelowna 

•  The City of Kelowna was overrun with 

feral rabbits and in 2008 the City called an 

exterminator in spite of protests from the 

local community. 

•  The exterminator’s cost was $52,000.  

•  The protests greatly escalated when the 

exterminator was caught stomping a rabbit 

causing the City to redirect to a local 

rescue group.  

•  Roughly 800 rabbits were eventually 

were housed in a number of enclosures 

hosted throughout the area. 

•  The city passed a bylaw requiring all 

rabbits for sale or adoption to be sterilized  

•  After three years Kelowna was virtually 

rabbit-free 

•   The rabbits remain under control. 



Success Story: UVIC 

•  Two thousand rabbits were estimated to be 

inhabiting the University of Victoria campus at it’s 

peak.  

•  UVic initially paid $20,000 for a failed 

rescue/research program, then ordered a lethal 

cull.   After the first 100 rabbits were killed, 

protests, injunctions and provincial regulations 

delayed the project  allowing rescuers to find 

sanctuary space and raise $125,000 (including a 

$50,000 grant for spays and neuters from Fur-

Bearer Defenders) 

•  The actual final tally was 1000 rabbits -- the 

surviving 903 were all successfully re-homed.  

•  The majority of rabbits went to a sanctuary in 

Coombs, BC, on a property that had previously 

occupied by a petting zoo. 

•  Only additional fencing was required, and 

over 600 rabbits were cared for by one woman 

with  limited assistance.  

•  The project was funded for life (in advance) 

via donations, grants and investments. 

 

Con’t ...  



UVic con’t 

 
• 225 spayed and neutered rabbits were 
taken to an existing sanctuary in Texas and 
housed in a barn and purpose-built pens.  
• 50 more UVic rabbits went to a family farm 
in Cowichan Station with a couple with small 
children and full time jobs who easily took the 
rabbits housed in a converted pig barn and run, 
no additional support was required. 
• 50 joined a feral colony at a rescue in 
Washington State, no additional support was 
required.  
• An additional 50 went to another WA 
sanctuary along with a one-time $5000 
donation. 
• At least 300 hundred of the surviving 
rabbits rescued from UVic and Canmore have 
since been relocated to  a doctor's hobby farm 
in Alberta.   
• Several entities wanting UVic rabbits didn't 
get any either because of the arduous 
government process involved in getting a 
permit, or there were no more rabbits available.  

 



Success Story: Delta 
• Delta successfully trapped and 

sterilized hundreds of rabbits and 
released them into a contained park 
to live out their lives.  

• The budget was set at $60,000; 
however, with veterinarians 
discounting their services and the 
many volunteers who helped out, 
actual costs were much lower than 
expected. 

• The municipality noted that cost of 
the rabbit management program was 
also far less than the annual costs of 
repairing the damage caused by the 
rabbits in the civic precinct.  

• Prior to the round-up, Delta had 
incurred approximately $350,000 in 
costs to repair damages caused by the 
rabbits to the buildings and grounds 
in the civic precinct. 

• Similarly, in 2011, the Delta Hospice 
spent approximately $70,000 to 
repair landscape damage caused by 
rabbits. 

• A spay/neuter law and diligent animal 
control has kept the rabbits in check.  



Success Story:  Richmond Auto Mall 
•  Rabbitats was looking for an inaugural rescue 

project at the same time the Richmond Auto Mall 

was looking for a solution to their rabbit 

infestation problem.   

•  Rabbitats approached the Richmond Auto Mall 

Association, a body representing the 14 

dealerships on site, with our plan and a proposed 

budget covering five years of ongoing support to 

be split amongst the businesses, public donations 

and event fundraising.   

•  A holding space in an empty dealership was 

used to house the rabbits.   

•  Permanent space was initially found at a farm 

in Delta, but a better option surfaced in South 

Surrey.  

•  A sanctuary to house 120 of the estimated 250 

rabbits was built at that location.   

•  The remaining rabbits were adopted out in 

smaller groups.   

•  A semi-permanent garage was eventually 

offered to the rescue as a shelter and we began 

accepting rabbits from other areas.   



South Surrey Sanctuary 
• Rabbitats South Surrey sanctuary houses 100 to 125 

Richmond Auto Mall rabbits.   
• It was built for less than $4000 (including a 20-ft shed) 

in a rescue partner’s courtyard with additional space in 
their barn using wood, wire, road base, netting, and 
later acrylic roofing panels. 

• A volunteer built custom bunny houses and feeders. 
• The sanctuary is secure from human and animal 

predators.  
• The set-ups ensures easy maintenance. 
• A volunteer spends 60 minutes a day on rabbit care 

with extra cleaning sessions on weekends.  
• The rabbits eat roughly 12 bales of hay and 40 lbs of 

pellets a month, and donated produce cast-offs, grass. 
tree branches, etc. daily. 

 

 

 



SALI’s Farm 

•  The Semiahmoo Animal Rescue League (SALI) provides animal therapy for at-risk 
children using rescued at-risk animals.  
•  SALI and Rabbitats teamed up to build an indoor/outdoor  ‘rabbitat’ housing eight 
rabbits who provide endless joy  and healing to the kids. 



Costs and Care 

• The highest rescue costs are sterilization fees 
averaging around $75 per rabbit, and treating 
ailing rabbits.  
• There is now an additional  $10 per rabbit 
annual cost for the RHD vaccine.  
• Rabbits are cheap and easy to feed, however.  
• Daily produce (pre-compost) is readily donated 
by produce stores and markets. 
• Their main diet is unlimited hay. 
• They are fed a limited amount of rabbit pellets. 
• Edible tree branches augment their diet. 
• In the summer the rabbits can eat pulled tall 
grass from nearby fields.  
• Construction costs have so far been minimal as 
much of the supplies needed to build enclosures 
are scrounged or donated used. 
• Care is relatively easy, our 125 sanctuary 
rabbits takes less than an hour a day; one person 
easily cared for over 600 UVic rabbits. 
• NOTE:  Rabbitats strives to adopt out small 
colonies of rabbits, we remain responsible thus if 
the placements don’t work out, the rabbits can 
return to the rescue.  



Partnerships and Sustainability 

• Feral rabbit rescue cannot be random, 
complete areas need to be cleared and 
monitored to make sure they’re not 
repopulated, thus Rabbitats’ will not trap part 
of a colony or an entire colony where other 
colonies are close by.   

• Businesses, property owners and stratas  
willing to fund the removal of the rabbits from 
their properties will find their efforts wasted 
without governments willing to do their share.  

• The Richmond Auto Mall involved 16 
dealerships who pulled together and pooled 
resources to come up with a sizeable 
investment for the humane removal of 300 
rabbits.  

• They supplied spay/neuter and full vehicle 
support, and several dealerships also provided 
free space.  

• The rabbits are now much easier to control, 
but having new rabbits making their way to the 
Auto Mall from uncontrolled city property is 
hardly fair.  

 

 



Rabbits: An Attraction, Not A Pest! 

•  The rabbits can be a bonus for businesses looking to attract a customers, including 
farm markets, garden centres and developments. 
•  Institutions, care homes and other venues can have controlled colonies as therapy.   

•  City Parks can position 
the rabbits as a ‘hands off’ 
calming attraction 
overseen by Rabbitats 
volunteers.  
•  Developers can also 
incorporate low-
maintenance ‘Rabbitats’ 
onto ‘Green roofs’, garden 
courtyards and other 
innovative projects giving 
them an added feature – 
and a lot of extra 
attention.  



Bunny Love  

• The rabbits are often the area’s most 
famous residents.  Both UVic and the 
Richmond Auto Mall saw travel and 
entertainment sites list them as an 
attraction and provide directions for people 
wishing to visit. 

•  Animal and eco-tourism trends are 
especially popular today, and housing 
rescued rabbits  in an awesome 
environment will fit with animal welfare 
trends.  

•  The rabbits have historically been media 
magnets, the subject of a dozen stories or 
more a year.  

• The rabbits are also social media stars.  
Rabbitats is one of the most active and 
popular rabbit rescues on Facebook and is 
expanding its social media reach.  



Public Events 

• Rabbitats is well versed in presenting frequent and successful 
events that can enhance the attraction to hosts and sponsors 
• City events will be well-served to include the Rabbitats 
‘Mobile Bunny Village’ and their hands-off, humane, Bunny 
Meet n’ Treats. 
• These events also raise funds to help support rescue efforts.  
 



Rabbitats Current Status  

 NB!!   
 

• After being hosted by the Richmond Auto Mall since 2013 and trapping all the rabbits, Rabbitats is 
looking for a new headquarters.  

• While our sanctuary is stable and more space isn’t as hard to come by, a home for our 
headquarters is proving difficult.   

• Our most pressing requirement is a heated space to house our rescued indoor and special needs 
rabbits.   

• We need to comfortably host volunteers, potential adopters and other visitors and ideally sell 
supplies and other items.  

• Additional space for rabbit colonies in secure outside enclosures or outbuildings would be a bonus.  

• We are also in need of storage.  

• Options include farms, warehouses, retail space, houses, acreages, large garages, barns, heated 
sheds and modular buildings like portables, trailers and storage containers.  

• As a non-profit, we have a limited budget.   

• We’re very happy to occupy spaces on a temporary basis.  The longer the better, but even a few 
months in a building scheduled for demolition would be fine.  

• Once Rabbitats gets settled into a new space with a holding area, we can resume taking in rabbits.  

 



What NOT To Do 

•  They get plenty of the right kind of 
food where they are. 
•  Carrots and treats will only make 
them fat and slow and more at risk.  
•  Starvation is not one of the risks! 
•  Survivors will give birth to larger 
litters, dooming even more babies to 
death from predators and cars.  
•  The food makes a mess and attracts 
unwanted consumers like rats and 
bugs.   
•  It is illegal! 

DO NOT FEED THE BUNNIES – FOR THEIR OWN GOOD!  



Don’t Dump Them 



Rabbit Tracking Map 
www.rabbitats.org/abandoned-rabbits 

Our map flags abandoned rabbits, 
feral colonies and RHD deaths.  A 
form is provided for people to 
report all sightings.  



RHDV-2 

Rabbit Hemorrhagic Disease Virus (RHDV2), 
which only affects rabbits, appeared mid-
Vancouver Island and Annacis Island 
simultaneously in mid-February, killing all 
the domestic colonies rabbits in those 
areas. 
-Sometime between mid-March and April 
1st, it killed a large colony of rabbits on Dyke 
Road near No. 5 Road.  
- This spread to the RAPS shelter infecting 
several rabbits and resulting in the 
euthanization of 64 rabbits.  
-It may have also affected Richmond 
Country Farms over  a month ago.  
- No new infections have been reported. 
-- It needs to be carefully tracked!  Please 
report ALL dead rabbits to RAPS, or the City 
of Richmond, City Works.  
-- Rabbit breeders and pet owners are 
affected too.  
-This virus is new but it has been known to 
jump to wild hares in Europe which could 
mean it’s capable of wiping out an entire 
link in the food chain.  



RHDV-2 con’t 
There is a vaccine for the virus and all rabbit guardians are urged to get 
their rabbits vaccinated.  The drug costs vary greatly depending on 
whether it’s in a single dose or a pack administered to a large group, 
check with your veterinarian.  



Lethal or Non-Lethal 
Solutions?  

- Not everyone wants to save the feral rabbits.  
Many people would prefer to see them killed.  
And for good reason.   
- The rabbits can and will form a conduit for the 
virus that will greatly affect rabbit farms and 
hobby breeders.  
- Property owners are livid about the damage 
and the mess.   
-Taxpayers must not be too happy about the 
rabbits damaging city property.  
So, what to do?  
- The rabbits stick close to urban areas, they 
can’t be shot.  
- Poison will affect a large number of other 
species and taint the environment.  
-  One solution is to hire a trapper to humanely 
euthanize historically at a cost of well over 
$60,000 a year.  
SO... The key point to remember here is that 
even a lethal cull will cost money.   
- There is no downside diverting those funds to a 
responsible rescue who can sterilize and contain 
the rabbits. 



Gardening Tips, Advocacy 

Gardening Tips 

Unfortunately the rabbits are very 
random when it comes to 
attractions and deterrents.  
They will devour one kind of plant in 
one area but not eat the same plant 
in the bed next to it. 
  

In the meantime...  



Gardening Tips (2) 

- Keep your grass long and green to 
help keep the rabbits away from the 
flowers and the garden.  

- Cage the plants, not the rabbits 

- Planting plants that are rabbit-
resistant is another measure. While 
individual rabbits have different tastes, 
the following in general are not well-
liked: allium, anise, hyssop, astilbe, 
bee balm, daffodil, daylily, iris, lamb’s 
ears, lavender, peony, salvia, yarrow, 
salal, germander, snapdragon, borage, 
calendula, lobelia, lupine, stock, 
heather, honeysuckle, columbine, 
butterfly weed, daisy, bellflower, black-
eyed Susan, hardy geranium, 
euphorbia, bleeding heart, flax, 
lungwort, sedum, trillium, cleomes, 
vincas, wax beginias. 

- Vegetables: asparagus, leeks, onions, 
potatoes, rhubarb, squash, tomatoes 

https://bonnieplants.com/growing/growing-asparagus/
https://bonnieplants.com/growing/growing-leeks/
https://bonnieplants.com/growing/growing-onions/
https://bonnieplants.com/growing/growing-rhubarb/
https://bonnieplants.com/growing/growing-squash/
https://bonnieplants.com/tomatoes/


Gardening Tips (3) 
Things to Try:  
- An exclusion fence with one-inch wire mesh buried one foot below ground and rising two to three feet above. 
- Empty soda bottles or milk cartons (with bottoms cut out) over seedlings for protection, or buy plant guards. 
- Commercial tree tape or wire mesh in a cylindrical fashion with a circumference large enough so that rabbits 
cannot lean up against the wire mesh and nibble on the plants. 
- Scare devices such as Mylar tape above locations of potential damage, or pinwheels at ground level. 
- Strong scents of predators; pet or human hair or cat litter in a defensive circle around shrubs, garden beds or 
trees. Replace weekly and after rains. 
- Non-toxic repellent sprays can made by blending hot peppers in a blender, then adding water to create a 
liquid, adding one to two tablespoons of vegetable oil, with one to two drops of dishwashing liquid. 
- Another safe non-toxic repellent is pureed garlic and water. 
- Fencing off structures, trees, hedgerows and dense shrubs will reduce the shelter options  for the rabbits. 
- As well as letting grass grow longer, leave weeds and other rabbit delectables around the edges of your yard 
to provide other opportunities for food. 



Rabbit Love 

• Remember… rabbits make great 
pets!   
•Rabbits rarely if ever bite. 
• Rabbits don’t carry diseases. 
• They are not rodents. 
• Rabbit  droppings have 
  no odor, they are dry 
   and have no residue. 
• Rabbits will use litter boxes or 
specified areas. 
• Rabbit droppings are considered 
the best ‘cold’ fertilizer available. 
• Rabbits eat hay, grass, weeds and 
greens and  can be inexpensive to 
feed and  house. 
• Rabbits are sociable, naturally  
curious and  friendly  little  
creatures. 
•They deserve better!  


